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NEW SCHOLARSHIP
GV Athletics to give 
AWAY $500 SCHOLARSHIPS 
AT PLAYOFF GAME
In an effort to garner 
increased fan support at this 
weekend's NCAA Playoff 
football game when Grand 
Valley State Universiy takes 
on Colorado School of 
Mines, GVSU Athletics has 
announced its "Home Reid 
Advantage Student Scholar­
ship Giveaway" set to take 
place during the game.
For every GVSU student 
who attends Saturday's 
game, GVSU Athletics will 
donate $1 to be used to 
give away scholarships in 
increments of $500 to GVSU 
students. The winners will 
be determined by a random 
ticket drawing after the third 
quarter using the tickets sold 
for the game. Students must 
be in attendance to win a 
scholarship.
Andy Fry, the athletic 
ticket and fan development 
manager for GVSU Athlet­
ics, said an average of 4,800 
students have turned out for 
football games this season, 
which would translate into 
almost 10 $500 scholarships. 
The highest student turnout 
was 8,100 in the first game 
of the season in a 34-31 
victory over West Texas A&M 
University while the lowest 
turnout was 2,586 in a 57-23 
mid-season blowout against 
Lake Erie College.
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Bouncy ball: Professor John Kilbourne advocates "activity permissible'classrooms. Exercise balls help promote alertness.
Movement science professor
starts fitness orb wave
Faculty calls for addition of Health and Wellness class to curriculum
By Anya Zentmeyer
GVL News Editor
Faculty and staff at Grand Val­
ley State University are bouncing, 
balancing and getting a workout, 
all while they teach and leam.
An increasing number of fac­
ulty members are replacing their 
standard desk chairs with fitness 
and exercise balls in a movement 
that professor John Kilbourne of 
movement science calls “activity 
permissible” teaching.
“I’m getting calls from all over 
campus,” Kilbourne said. “I think 
it’s just the change, especially for
people that are at a desk all day 
like many of our (clerical, office 
and technical staff members) and 
secretaries ”
Kilbourne first introduced the 
fitness balls to GVSU after he 
read an article about a wbman in 
Western Michigan who used them 
to help her students who had At­
tention Deficit Hyperactive Dis­
order refocus their learning.
From the Office of the Provost 
to the Facilities Services Depart­
ment, Kilbourne said he has re­
ceived more calls and e-mails 
each day from faculty and staff 
members asking where they can 
buy the exercise balls.
Christopher Jeffries, the master 
plumber for the Allendale Cam­
pus, is among those who made the 
call and liked the results.
“I feel more awake while sit­
ting at my desk, and it does seem 
to help my posture and lower back 
pain,” Jeffries said after one week 
of fitness ball use.
Although many pioneers of 
the exercise balls still spend time 
switching back and forth, Jeffries 
said he has committed to the new 
lifestyle.
“All I can say is if you’re look­
ing for a new way to sit at your
See Fitness, A2
GV gains 12 Future Safety Leaders
Engineering students chosen for annual conference to prepare them for workforce
By Jake Moerdyke
GVL Intern
Twelve Grand Valley State 
University students were chosen 
to be a part of 130 students na­
tionwide who attended the Fu­
ture Safety Leaders of America 
conference held by the American 
Society of Safety Engineers in 
Schaumburg, 111., on Nov. 4 and 
5.
Students were chosen based 
on overall grade point average, 
class standing and a 500 word es­
say submitted to the ASSE. Each 
of the students is a member of 
GVSU’s student chapter of the 
ASSE and is earning a degree in 
occupational and safety health 
management.
“We were chosen as fu­
ture safety leaders,” said Justin 
Slusarzyk, a member of the ASSE
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Engineering experience: The GVSU ASSE student chapter gathers at their booth at 
the 2010 Michigan Safety Conference in Lansing, Mich.
student chapter that went to the 
conference.
The occupational safety and 
health management major, is a 
broad field that covers almost all 
forms of business. From design­
ing floor plans for escape routes 
during fires to selling insurance to 
a business, the boundaries of this 
field are extremely far-reaching.
The conference had 15 spon-
See Conference, A2
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New fund 
to cover 
sustainable 
projects
By Molly Waite
GVL Senior Reporter
Parents tell their children money 
doesn’t grow on trees - and they are 
right - but now money may help 
trees grow.
Grand Valley State University’s 
Sustainable Community Develop­
ment Initiative recently created the 
university’s first-ever Sustainable 
Community Reinvestment Fund. 
The fund will award grants and 
loans to students, departments and 
organizations that will allow them 
to implement sustainable projects in 
the GVSU community, continuing 
the university commitment to sus­
tainability and the environment.
It is important that 
everyone have the 
opportunity to provide 
input. You never know 
where the next cost­
cutting or value-creating 
idea will come from/7 
-Bart Bartels
SCDI project manager
Applications for funding, which 
were due last week, are currently 
being reviewed by a committee of 
faculty and staff members who are 
responsible for overseeing loans 
and grants disbursement, according 
to a GVSU press release. Wendy 
Wenner, dean of the Brooks College 
of Interdisciplinary Studies, is the 
committee chair.
“The fund provides start-up capi­
tal in the form of grants and loans 
for projects that will add value to the 
campus community, such as energy­
saving or recycling initiatives,” said 
Bart Bartels, SCDI project manager. 
“The idea is to funnel cost savings 
back into the fund and build it up 
over time.”
Brian Copeland, assistant vice 
president for Business and Finance 
and committee member, said in a 
GVSU press release that the rein­
vestment fund totals $35,000, and 
most projects will be funded for less 
than $5,000.
“The fund is for students, staff, 
faculty and departments,” Bartels
See Sustainability A2
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Funding the future: Norman Christopher 
is the executive director of the SCDI.
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Classroom comfort: John Killbourne teaches a class in which students sit on exercise balls.
Fitness
continued from page A1
desk, I would give the hall a try,” 
he said. ”1 use it 100 percent of the 
time.”
Used intermittently throughout 
the day, Kilboume said exercise balls 
do not only help with posture and bal­
ance but can make users more men­
tally tit as well.
“You’re physically more engaged, 
and according to new research, the 
more you are engaged physically, the 
more you are mentally,” he said.
Kilboume said an active lifestyle 
is key, so he and a team of other pro­
fessors in the Department of Move­
ment Science and faculty and staff in 
Human Resources are calling for a 
change in curriculum.
Conditioning, Activities, Body 
Mechanics and Dynamics are exist­
ing courses in the GVSU curriculum 
that Kilboume said the group would 
like to refocus into a course with a 
simpler title: Health and Wellness.
In an article Kilboume published 
in the MAHPERD Journal, he wrote 
that almost 70 percent of universi­
ties do not require students to have 
a single course in health, wellness or 
physical education.The survey polled
one public college or university from 
each of the 50 states.
“Personally 1 find it absolutely 
absurd that the undergraduates take 
just about everything but a course 
that deals with health and wellness 
and physical activity,” Kilboume 
said. “It’s not forcing them, but now 
at least they have an option.”
The new course would satisfy 
the socio-behavioral category of the 
general education requirements and 
would be comprised of a two-credit 
hour lecture with a co-requisite phys­
ical activity class taken alongside it.
The course, which has just cleared 
the movement sciences department 
curriculum committee, will now be 
passed up to the College of Liberal 
Arts and Sciences committee before 
seeking final approval from the un­
dergraduate curriculum committee.
Course content will include an 
overview of current topics and health 
and wellness, including the psycho­
logical aspects.
“We have to take care of our­
selves,” Kilboume said. “We can’t 
have a healthy mind without a healthy 
body - they have to work together.”
Lindsey Des Armo, health and 
wellness coordinator, said a course 
that details health and wellness is
particularly important at a liberal arts 
school like GVSU.
“It is important to understand 
many interests and experience expo­
sure to a variety of areas and topics,” 
Des Armo said. “One topic that no one 
can escape is health. Any profession, 
any expertise, any skill or talent will 
requite good health or positive man­
agement of healthy living skills.”
Kilboume said the course will 
help students see the interrelation­
ships between physical activity, fit­
ness and health. According to Kil­
boume’s study, America ranks 25th 
in the world for life expectancy. In
other words, Kilboume said the cur­
rent generation might be the first in 
history to have shorter life expectan­
cies than their parents.
Kilboume said he wants his stu­
dents to know the facts so they can 
make a change.
“I think it makes a strong state­
ment that we are really concerned 
about our students being healthy as 
they move through this journey and 
beyond,” Kilboume said. “We’re not 
doing a very good job (educating stu­
dents) before college, so we better do 
it sometime.”
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said. “Basically, anyone that has an idea 
about how to add value or create efficiencies 
in the community. It is important that every­
one have the opportunity to provide input. 
You never know where the next cost-cutting 
or value-creating idea will come from.”
Norman Christopher, executive director of 
the SCDI, said the idea for the reinvestment 
fund came about when the SCDI provided 
seed grants of $250-$500 each semester to 
faculty and staff. He said due to the success 
of the seed grants, many university organiza­
tions and departments took part helping to 
create the new reinvestment fund.
“Thanks to the support and contributions 
from the Student Senate, University Book­
store, Campus Dining, Sustainability Initia­
tive and Finance and Administration, the Sus­
tainable Community Reinvestment Fund was 
created and established this year,” he said.
While this reinvestment fund is the first to 
exist at GVSU, it is not the first to be utilized 
by a university. Many universities have rein­
vestment funds, Bartels said. Harvard has a 
Green Fund that provides a 30-percent annual 
return, a better investment than their endow­
ment.
“The reinvestment fund is important be­
cause of the need to provide additional fund­
ing sources and collaborative models for 
sustainable development projects that can 
make a difference and make an impact both 
on campus and in the community,” Christo­
pher said.
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sors, each from a different 
field within the occupational 
safety and health management 
field. Slusarzyk said they got 
to choose six of those sponsors 
as representatives and have a 
20-minute discussion with each 
speaker about their particular
1 & 2 bedroom lofts
Find yours here
heritagetownesquare.com
616-895-2500
♦Bring in this ad for special discount
field.
The conference the students 
attended was designed to help 
those who are about to graduate 
make a smooth transition into 
their field. The students who 
went to the conference said the 
networking aspect of the con­
ference was really stressed as 
the main goal. John Bielak, vice 
president of the ASSE GVSU 
chapter, said it was a very good 
networking opportunity. He 
added the conferences they go 
to are often more about network­
ing opportunities than about the 
keynote speakers.
“It’s a wonderful thing about 
the safety community,” Bielak 
said. “Everybody is looking out 
for everyone else.”
Stephanie Zizzo, President 
of the ASSE GVSU chapter, 
said the thing which struck her 
the most about the conference 
was how willing all of the dif­
ferent businesses that attended 
were to help the students at the 
conference.
“(The companies in atten­
dance) wanted us to contact them 
after we left,” Zizzo said. “It was 
a comforting experience that 
made me excited to graduate.”
Students were also given the 
chance to sit down with profes­
sionals from the occupational 
health and safety management 
field and go through mock in­
terviews and resume critiques. 
Bielak said the attendees were 
required to send a resume in 
advance of the conference so it 
could be reviewed for the mock 
interviews.
Zizzo described the confer­
ence as a real-world experience 
that does not throw the students 
into a real-life situation but puts 
them in a place where they can 
actually learn from people who 
have been in the field.
“You get to talk to all these 
people, you get to choose what 
tables you sit down, face-to-face 
with these people and they give 
you their experience,” Zizzo 
said.
Zizzo has attended the con­
ference twice now and said she 
believes the experience is a good 
way to get students in the occu­
pational safety management ma­
jor excited about graduation. She 
feels as though this is an impor­
tant opportunity to show these 
students what they could do with 
their degrees after graduation.
Among the students who 
were chosen to attend the con­
ference were Zizzo, Bielak, Jes­
sica Perez, Thomas Schlubatis, 
Slusarzyk, Jennifer Prullage, 
Shaizad Mohammed, Donna 
Pisacreta, Craig Willea, Jovaun 
Royal, Maureen Ruggeberg and 
Michael Bricault.
The attendees of the confer­
ence agreed the experience was 
a culminating one that presented 
them with a glimpse of all they 
could do within their field.
“We were able to see the end 
idea the results of our schooling,” 
Bielak said.
news@ lanthorn xom
Student Senate hosts Student Voice Week
By Emanuel Johnson
GVL Managing Editor
Since Monday, the Grand 
Valley State University Student 
Senate has hosted tables in the 
Kirkhof Center and Henry Hall 
on the Allendale Campus, as 
well as in the DeVos Center on 
the Pew Campus, where stu­
dents can meet with senators 
and voice their opinions about 
on-campus issues as part of its 
annual Student Voice Week.
Sen. Zachery Conley, who 
serves on the educational af­
fairs committee, said these 
yearly week-long events help 
Student Senate determine what
issues to focus the majority of 
its attention on.
The discussion of a bus route 
extending west of 48th Street on 
Lake Michigan Drive is some­
thing Conley said was directly 
influenced by past Student 
Voice Weeks.
“Those sorts of things are 
usually the sort of input we get 
from the Student Voice Week 
surveys, and that’s what we look 
for... to know what students are 
looking for on campus,” he said. 
“These Student Voice Week sur­
veys allow us to know if (some­
thing is) a continuing theme that 
people want, adding weight to 
that and making sure that we 
pursue it more diligently.”
Conley said about 100 peo­
ple show up per day to speak 
with senators, and one of the 
biggest issues so far this year 
is laying sidewalk along the 
stretch of Pierce Street that runs 
between 48th Street and Laker 
Village Drive.
Conley said Student Senate 
plans to pass a resolution in fa­
vor of these sidewalks and has 
been in talks with administra­
tion about what it would take to 
do so.
“We’ve looked at some of 
the costs so far, and it’s been 
projected that about $8,000 is 
what the thought is to put that 
sidewalk in,” he said. “Right 
now it’s vague - we don’t really 
have any definite answers yet. 
... A lot of the administration is 
very sympathetic to that idea, 
but it’s still up in the air as to 
where it’s going to go.”
Some of the other hot-button 
issues include mid-fall semester 
breaks, blind gender housing 
and increasing milk sizes.
“A lot of things do tend to 
pop up pretty regularly,” Conley 
said. “Having larger milks is a 
big one that we're having right 
now because that was decreased 
this year - they (students) want 
to have those back.”
Student Senate will hold its 
weekly meeting today on the 
second floor of the Ebcrhard 
Center on the Pew Campus. The 
meeting will begin at 5:15 p.m. 
and will be open to the public.
The final Student Voice 
Week session will be Friday 
from nmn to 5 p.m. in Kirkhof. 
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Sororities sponsor 
blanket drive for 
homeless
Members of four 
campus sororities are 
sponsoring a blanket drive 
to benefit the homeless in 
Grand Rapids.
Sigma Gamma Rho,
Zeta Phi Beta, Delta Sigma 
Theta and Alpha Kappa 
Alpha are involved with the 
drive, which runs through 
Nov. 20. New or gently used 
comforters will be collected 
and donated to the Guiding 
Light Rescue Mission for the 
Homeless next week.
Collection boxes are 
set up in Lake Michigan 
Hall, Room 260; Children's 
Enrichment Center; 
Fieldhouse, Room 163; 
Cook-DeVos Center for 
Health Sciences, Room 326; 
Kirkhof Center, Rooms 1110 
and 1201.
For more information, 
contact Darrhonda Scott- 
Jones at the Women's 
Center at 616-331 -2748 or 
scottdar@gvsu.edu.
2_____________
Alternative Breaks 
spring break 
application due 
Friday
Applications for 
spring break Alternative 
Breaks trips are due to 
the Community Service 
Learning Center by Friday.
Alternative Breaks 
offers 12 trips which work 
with a variety of social and 
environmental issues. Trips 
cost $250, which covers 
housing, transportation 
and food. Scholarships are 
available.
Applications can be 
downloaded at www. 
gvsualternativebreaks.com. 
Applicants are asked to 
include a $5 deposit with 
their application.
For more information, 
contact Cory Jackson at 
ab.coordinator@gmail.com.
Agreement signed 
with area schools for 
teaching fellowship
GVSU President 
Thomas J. Haas signed a 
memo of understanding 
Monday with the Grand 
Rapids Public Schools and 
the Godfrey-Lee Public 
Schools superintendents 
as part of the W.K. Kellogg 
Foundation Woodrow 
Wilson Teaching Fellowship 
Program.
Applicants selected by 
the Wilson Foundation 
and Grand Valley will each 
receive a $30,000 fellowship 
in exchange for a three-year 
teaching commitment. 
There will be 20 fellows 
admitted for 2011.
For more information, 
visit www.gvus.edu/ 
teachingfellowship.
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'No Excuses November' 
encourages healthy habits
Student Aaron Ducharme dedicates 
month to healthier lifestyle
By Samantha Butcher
GVL Assistant News Editor
As men across campus 
embrace No Shave Novem­
ber as an excuse to give their 
razor a rest. While raising 
awareness of men’s health, 
one Grand Valley State Uni­
versity student is opting out 
in favor of a different goal.
Aaron Ducharme, a soph­
omore, is using this month 
to shed some pounds, raise 
his grades and improve his 
habits.
“I decided instead of No 
Shave November, which is 
kind of itchy and gross for 
most people, I’d participate 
in No Excuses November 
and get everything in line,” 
he said.
Ducharme set up a Face- 
book page to document his 
efforts. The page. No Excus­
es November*,has I4()fans, 
but Ducharme said he’d like 
to see that number increase.
The page’s wall is full 
of well-wishers and advice. 
Ducharme said friends and 
family have been supportive 
of his efforts.
Ducharme said he plans 
to continue his efforts past 
the end of the month.
“Even though my page is 
No Excuses November, I’m 
still going to keep updating 
it through the next couple of 
months to tell people how 
I’m doing,” he said.
To fully realize his goals, 
Ducharme broke them down 
by week. The first week he 
focused on a work-out rou­
tine and then moved on to 
improving his organization 
and cleaning more frequent­
ly. This week, he wants to 
stop biting his nails.
“Biting my nails has been
one of the harder things be­
cause I always do it,” he 
said. “People think it should 
be easy to quit, but it’s not.”
The last week of the 
month, Ducharme said he’ll 
put the focus on making No 
Excuses November a no ex­
cuses lifestyle.
“The hardest part has 
been motivating myself to 
continue to do it,” he said. 
“I did something like this 
last year, and it fell apart 
because college stresses just 
kind of piled up. The hardest 
part has been saying to my­
self, ‘I know you’re stressed 
out, but just go to the gym, 
just do it.’”
So far, his efforts have 
been successful. Ducharme 
has spent five days a week 
at the gym, increased the 
amount of time he spends 
on homework and kept his 
apartment cleaner.
“I kind of realized that it’s 
college, and this is my op­
portunity to change if there’s 
anything about myself that 
I’m not OK with,” he said. 
“1 decided that I’m healthy 
for the most part, but I’m not 
at a healthy weight or living 
a healthy lifestyle, so I was 
just like, you know, I could 
probably start working out 
more, studying more and 
getting my life together.”
Finding healthier ways 
to cope with stress has been 
critical.
“When I’m stressed it 
used to be like, let’s throw 
a bag of chips next to me 
while I’m doing homework, 
and now it’s like, what’s a 
healthier way to do this if 1 
want to snack?” 
assistantnews @ lanthorn rom
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Why wait for the new year?: GVSU student Aaron Dusharme (pictured) 
has dedicated himself to improving his life in the month of November.
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Young minds: GVSU student Donald Curry shows sixth graders how to use GPS as part of Geography Awareness Week.
GVL / Eric Coulter
School spirit: Louie the Laker and GVSU athletes rallied support for 
Saturday's football game outside the clock tower on Wednesday.
Rounding 
up the Laker 
faithful for 
playoff push
GIS Day brings middle 
school students to GV
Geography students offer middle schoolers overview of major
By Anya Zentmeyer
GVL News Editor
Henry Hall was alive 
Wednesday with the sound of 
children bragging loudly about 
map-making skills and the col­
or of the free T-shirts they wore 
representing GIS Day at Grand 
Valley State University.
Spearheaded by the Envi­
ronmental Systems Research 
Institute at National Geograph­
ic, GIS Day (which stands for 
geographic information sys­
tems) first came to GVSU in 
2001. With the exception of 
fall of 2009, the geography de­
partment has put on GIS Day 
for middle school-aged chil­
dren since then, said Edwin 
Joseph, associate professor of 
geography and planning.
“We have a number of 
schools - mostly the minor­
ity kids from the inner city 
who have never had a visit to 
a college or university - and 
they had to get a chance to see 
what’s possible,” Joseph said.
Students ranging fern sixth 
to eighth grade were brought 
to campus for the day to leam 
what GIS Day volunteer Bek- 
ka Seelbach describes as the 
“deeper side of geography.”
“It gives them a broader 
perspective on the world, I 
think that’s why it is so im­
portant,” Seelbach said. “They 
keep it very general when they 
teach geography in middle 
school, and I think it helps to
show more perspective of the 
entire world - it gets them to 
reach out to everybody.”
Joseph said GIS day pro­
motes the use of geographic 
tools and techniques that stu­
dents otherwise would not 
liave gotten a chance to ex­
plore. Exploration, he added, 
is valuable to more that just the 
geographers.
“GIS as a tool to explore 
and to leam and to understand 
the world is something that we 
should really take seriously 
because it is very good for dis­
covering, very good for analy­
sis, good for research,” Joseph 
said. “It can be used in biology, 
it can be used in criminal jus­
tice - it’s not just for learning 
about where things are, but it’s 
learning about how things in­
teract, it’s about how you can 
predict changes in the environ­
ment.”
Joseph first fell for geogra­
phy when using GIS and GPS 
while studying agriculture, 
which is another way that the 
skills used in GIS day can be 
practically applied, he added.
Seelbach, who is.a geogra­
phy major preparing to gradu­
ate, said she appreciates the 
practicality of the field and 
thinks it is important that mid­
dle schoolers understand that 
aspect as well.
“They leam a little bit in 
middle school, (and) maybe 
they don’t fully understand it, 
but by showing them what we
"I would love to 
come to college 
and to do all of
this GIS stuff.''
- Sixth grade 
student 
CA Frost 
Environmental 
Science Academy
do in college we are getting 
them acquainted with what 
you can do with geography,” 
she said. “It’s such an interdis­
ciplinary topic. It incorporates 
many different subjects - you 
can get technical with it as 
far as computers go, but you 
can also do physical sciences 
with it or even go from more 
of an anthropology or cultural 
angle.”
The students, however, 
brushed aside all technicali­
ties and practical application 
for a much simpler apprecia­
tion. A sixth grader from CA 
Frost Environmental Science 
Academy summed up their 
day while clinging to the silver 
pendulum outside of the Pad- 
nos building.
“I would love to come to 
college to do all of this GIS 
stuff,” she said.
news® lanthorn rom
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UNDER YOUR SKIN
Plastination explained
Dr. Tim Strickler teaches 
biomedical science at GVSU.
He explained the plastination 
process for preserving bodies 
after dissection.
Preserve the 
specimen in 
formaldehyde.
I Dissect the body to
i • showcase different 
areas. This process 
can take weeks to 
finish.
i Immerse the body in
* • acetone.
Place specimen in 
’• silicone vaccuum. 
The term plastination 
comes from this step 
because all the body 
tissues are filled with 
silicone.
Pose the body. It 
’ • can take awhile to 
situate the specimen 
correctly.
Spray with chemical 
I* to set the silicone.
Strickler said plastination 
should last forever because 
all of the tissue that would 
normally decompose has 
been replaced.
By Lauren Fitch
GVL Editor in Chief
Few people have seen a body like this 
before.
For the first time in West Michigan, an 
exhibit called BODIES REVEALED will 
provide an inside look at the human body 
through 12 full-body specimens dissected 
and preserved through plastination then 
posed performing various activities.
The exhibit assembled by Premier Exhi­
bitions will be on display at the Grand Rap­
ids Public Museum from Saturday until May 
1,2011.
“This is an opportunity to sec something 
amazing - to learn more about something so 
familiar and yet so mysterious,” said Kristy 
Harrington, Marketing and Public Relations 
manager for the GRPM. “The exhibition is 
beautiful and incredibly enlightening.”
She said the museum began seriously dis­
cussing bringing in an exhibit such as BOD­
IES REVEALED three years ago. GRPM 
included educators, representatives from 
religious communities, medical personnel 
and other community leaders in the conver­
sations.
“In each conversation, in each group 
and with each response, we saw the same 
result: overwhelmingly positive support,” 
Harrington said. “On that basis, we moved 
forward.”
From that point, the museum had to select 
which exhibit to bring to Grand Rapids be­
cause several companies have created simi­
lar displays. In the past, some exhibits have 
sparked controversy about the origins of the 
bodies.
Documented source of bodies
BODIES REVEALED was selected be­
cause there is clear documentation that all 
the bodies used were donated to science and 
specifically granted permission to be used 
for public exhibition.
“Our suppliers have confirmed that all 
of the bodies and organ specimens in BOD­
IES REVEALED came from individuals 
who chose to donate their bodies to accred­
ited medical universities in 
the People’s Republic of 
China,” according to 
the BODIES RE­
VEALED website. 
“All specimens 
were then re­
ceived by plas-
//
This is an
opportunity to see 
something amazing- 
to learn more about 
something so familiar 
and yet so 
mysterious.
-Kristy Harrington 
GRPM
STRICKLER
think anatorm-
tination facilities in China. Asia possesses the 
largest and most highly competent group of 
dissectors in the world, and they are highly 
skilled in preparing the bodies for education­
al and scientific purposes."
In 2008, Premier Exhibitions issued a 
statement saying they could not verify the 
bodies they used in Bodies ... The Exhibir 
tion were not Chinese prisoners who had 
been executed. However, Bodies Revealed 
is a separate display and each body has 
been ikx:umented to come from a legitimate 
source.
"We se­
lected this 
exhibition 
because we 
wanted to 
assure our 
visitors of the 
provenance 
of the bod­
ies,” Har­
rington said.
She en­
couraged col­
lege students to come see the display during 
its time at GRPM and also said the health 
care community in Grand Rapids would 
benefit from the exhibition.
"There is a great deal of excitement 
among local health care providers as well, 
many of whom will be volunteering their 
time to help within the exhibition," Har­
rington said. "This exhibition is incredibly 
educational for those going into a medical 
field and those who simply want to learn 
more about their bodies.”
Impact at GVSU
Several biomedical science professors at 
Grand Valley State University have agreed 
with Harrington on the educational benefits 
of BODIES REVEALED.
Still because of past controversy sur­
rounding Premier Exhibitions, Dr. Justin Ad­
ams, assistant professor of BMS. said he will 
not support BODIES REVEALED.
“If (GRPM) and their panel are satisfied 
that the specimens were ethically obtained, 
then that's a valid position that I won’t con­
tradict,” Adams said. “I’m not in a position 
to say that the documentation passes muster 
or not - I wasn’t part of the panel or privy 
to the documents. But personally, since this 
is the product of a company who has been 
comfortable in the past with making a profit 
from what is professionally unethical prac­
tices ... I'm personally not comfortable with 
giving them my financial support. But 
that said, it's a personal decision that 
everyone has to make.”
Adams said he visited a dif­
ferent plastination display, Body 
Worlds, in Chicago several 
years ago. Body Worlds is run 
by Gunther von Hagens, who 
first invented the preservation 
technique of plastination. 
The concept of studying 
real human specimens 
is a good one, Adams 
said.
“Overall I
cal displays are an incredible educational 
tool ... It is the only comprehensive way to 
teach human anatomy - no computer model 
or textbook can stand in for the experience of 
teaching through dissection,” Adams said.
Dr. Tim Strickler, BMS professor, has 
id so previously viewed the Body Worlds ex­
hibit and even visited the von Hagens plasti­
nation facility in Germany. Strickler is also 
planning to see the BODIES REVEALED 
exhibit once it opens at GRPM and will bring 
some of his students working on dissections 
to see the display as well.
“Even if you’ve seen this particular one, 
it’s different specimens ... it’s always inter­
esting,” Strickler said.
He said despite the past controversies 
about documentation of the bodies, the com­
panies now take extra care to increase trans­
parency in where they get the bodies.
“Every place they’ve gone, they’ve been 
extremely well-attended,” Strickler said. 
"This is an amazing opportunity ... Most 
people arc interested in what’s inside their 
body. This is the first easily-available way 
for people to do this.”
One aspect of the display Strickler em­
phasized was the great option for people to 
give back even after their death.
“What’s a better way to contribute after 
you die than to be plastinated?” he said. “I’d 
love to be able to tie useful to the world after 
I die.”
The GVSU cadaver lab does not have 
any full-body plastinated specimens, but 
Strickler estimated the GVSU cadavers have 
each taught about 2,000 students.
Beyond the classroom
One senior majoring in biomedical sci­
ence, Alyssa Neph, will make use of what 
she has learned so far in the cadaver lab for 
her trip to BODIEiS REVEALED.
“From what I've learned in cadaver lab, 
I think it will be cool to see (BODIES RE­
VEALED),” Neph said. “I'm sure I’ll learn 
something.”
Neph first saw the exhibit advertised on 
a sign downtown and said her anatomy class 
has also discussed it and most of her pre-med 
friends are planning to attend.
“I really enjoy cadaver lab. It's really in­
teresting to see all the muscles,” Neph said. 
“BODIES REVEALED shows you how 
muscles work and how you need different 
muscles for different activities.”
BODIES REVEALED is available for 
museum members at any time during open 
hours. Non-members can pre-purchase tick­
ets for timed entry. Admission is $ 10 for adult 
members and $15 for adult non-members. 
Harrington said college classes can receive 
the $ 10/ticket rate by scheduling a group in 
advance at 616-456-1754. More information 
is available at www. 
grmuseum.oig. 
editorial@ 
lanthorn rom
Courtesy Photo / BODIES REVEALED
Postmortem posing: The Grand Rapids Public Museum will host BODIES REVEALED, set to open Saturday until May 1,2011. BODIES REVEALED features 12 dissected human bodies.
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1____
Tibetan singing 
bowls performance
Mark Handler will 
come to campus Saturday 
afternoon to perform with 
the Tibetan singing bowls, 
using meditation as well. 
Handler will perform from 
2 p.m. to 4 p.m. in the 
Loosemore Auditorium, 
located in the DeVos Center 
on GVSU's Pew Campus.
2
WTHmong?!
The WTHmong?! event 
will educate attendees 
on WTH is the Hmong 
culture - the one that was 
featured in "Grand Torino," 
and the heritage of Brenda 
Song, actress in a lot of 
Disney Channel TV shows. 
And yes, there is indeed a 
Hmong American Student 
Association who will 
present. This event will take 
place tonight from 7 p.m. 
to 8 p.m. in the Office of 
Multicultural Affairs, located 
in the Kirkhof Center.
3
My GV Experience 
continues
GVSU students on 
Facebook can submit 
photos from their GV 
Experiences for the whole 
community to share 
and enjoy. There are five 
categories to submit a 
photo in: Laker Nation, 
School Spirit, Academia, 
Family and Friends, and 
Miscellaneous.The winners 
will be announced at 
Commencement.
4____
'Protecting All 
Students from 
Harassment'
This event will take 
place Friday from noon 
to 1:30 p.m. in room 102 
of the Meijer Campus in 
Holland, Mich. Attendees 
can learn about different 
forms of harassment and 
bullying and what to do to 
stop it. Jennifer L Martin 
of Oakland University will 
present "Protecting All 
Students from Harassment: 
What Students and Parents 
Can Do!" and it has been 
approved for 1.5 social work 
continuing education clock 
hours.
"Fear Factor: 
Cultural Edition"
Cultural student 
organizations will break 
stereotypes and share food 
from the countries they 
represent at Friday's event. 
Participating organizations 
include the Desi Student 
Union, African Student 
Council, Black Student 
Union, Latino Student 
Union and the fraternity 
Sigma Lambda Beta. The 
event will take place from 7 
p.m. to 9 p.m. in the Kirkhof 
Center's Pere Marquette 
room, and attendance is 
free.
♦ ♦ • ♦ ♦ ♦
editorial@lanthorn.com
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Movie magic
Some criticize the sustainability of 
Michigan sfilm incentives, but who else 
is going to spend millions of dollars in 
Michigan right now if the state stops 
attracting the film industry elites?
Michigan’s film incentives were instated in 2008, and by 2009,76 total projects had been completed for $305,983,113 in total spending, 
according to the Michigan Film Office. Currently, the incentive includes 
a refundable tax of up to 42 percent of a production company’s expenses. 
There are specific rules and regulations for which productions qualify, 
who is considered a resident of Michigan and what is considered a direct 
production expenditure.
The bottom line is this incentive is making Michigan money, yet 
governor-elect Rick Snyder said it is time to phase out the tax credits.
Michigan productions employed about 2,80() people in 2008 with a 
total expenditure of $125 million. This grew to 3,867 jobs in 2009 with 
films spending more than $180 million, according to the Film Office. A 
2008 economic impact report by Michigan State University predicted these 
numbers to keep increasing through 2012.
The fact that Snyder wants to eventually eliminate these incentives 
would lead to a huge loss of revenue for local businesses and jobs in 
Michigan, something the state cannot afford right now.
One of the concerns about the tax incentive is the large sum that the 
state is required to refund to these productions. From productions in 2009, 
the state had to pay back an estimated $68.7 million, according to the 
2009 Michigan Film Office expense report. This is a large bill for a state 
desperately trying to reduce its budget deficit, and some critics of the 
incentive say there is no definitive way to know if the state actually profits 
from the incentive.
However, the indirect benefits outweigh the costs of the high tax breaks. 
Eliminating the film incentives would avoid the expensive reimbursements 
Michigan makes to production companies, but the state would also lose 
thousands of potential extra jobs and millions of dollars of revenue outside 
of direct production costs. The money that Hollywood stars spend on 
entertainment when they’re in Michigan does not fall under the tax break. 
The money tourists spend when drawn to the area to see or be an extra in 
the film is also direct revenue for Michigan.
The opportunity to showcase Michigan in multiple films, increase 
tourism and bring well-known actors and producers to the state for 
extended periods of time are all positive results for Michigan, beyond the 
ever-important monetary gain and rise in employment. Eliminating these 
film incentives would cause the productions to simply find less-expensive 
areas to film.
Though the tax rebates may be expensive, Michigan cannot afford to 
lose the other benefits that come with them.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR-------------------------
'Shocked' by Parkway Tropics ad
I am writing this to report that 1 am shocked and offended by the recent advertise­
ment taking up half an entire newspaper page in the Lanthorn to the Parkway Tropics 
strip club. Not only is objectifying women in that manner something that I person­
ally dissagree with, but I was under the impression that Grand Valley as a University 
was above promoting this type of degradation. With words like “quite possibly the 
strangest night you will ever see at a strip club,” and the giant image of a thin woman 
in hardly any clothing, 1 think it is safe to say that this will not take girls with low self­
esteem in any positive direction. Beyond that, it goes out of the way to give males the 
opportunity to objectify women. I would sincerely appreciate it if you would consider 
not buying advertisements from Parkway Tropics or any local strip clubs from now on 
and use that space for something constructive and beneficial for our students.
Amanda Pollet 
GVSU student
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Is Andrew Shirvell's recent firing 
warranted?
Yes: 90%
This week’s question:
Should Michigan maintain its 
current film incentives?
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No: 10%
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GVL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley 
lumthom opinion page is to stimulate 
discussion and action on topics of interest 
to the Grand Valley Community.
Student opinions do not reflect those of 
the Grand Valley Lanthorn.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn welcomes 
reader viewpoints and offers three vehicles 
of expression for reader opinions: letters 
to the editor, guest columns and phone 
responses.
Letters must include the author's name 
and be accompanied by current picture 
identification if dropped off in person. 
Letters will be checked by an employee of 
the Grand Valley Lanthorn.
Letters appc<ir as space permits each
issue. The limit for letter length is one 
page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit anti 
condense letters and columns for length 
restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley l.anthorn will not be 
held responsible for errors that appear in 
print as a result of transcribing handwritten 
letters or e-mail typographic errors.
The name of the author may be withheld 
for compelling reasons.
The content. information and 
views expressed are not approved by 
nor necessarily represent those of the 
university, its Board of Trustees, officers, 
faculty and staff.
EDITORIAL CARTOON
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YOUR INSIGHTS
What could Student Senate have 
done to raise more funds for B0TV?
"Grand Valley 
needs to hire a 
third party think- 
tank for this."
"It's all about 
transparency, we 
need to be more 
transparent."
"1 don't even 
know what that 
is, so they should 
probably have 
done better 
advertising."
"1 think we could 
have had more 
interesting events 
to raise funds."
"1 heard about it 
by word of mouth, 
but it wasn't really 
broadcasted. 
Handing out flyers 
doesn't really 
work."
Bob Erickson
Psychology
Senior
Harrison Twp, Mich.
Andrew Taylor
Biomedical Science 
Senior
Fowlerville, Mich.
Caleb Dawdy
Film and Video
Junior
Zeeland, Mich.
Jasmine Elum
Biology
Freshman
River Rouge, Mich..
Giavanni Kelly
Photography
Freshman
Detroit, Mich.
GVL STUDENT OPINION
Special message on spirit of B0TV charity
GVL Columnist
Hi, I’m Chris Slattery from the 
Grand Valley Lanthorn, and I’m 
here today with a very important 
message: for the cost of a cup of 
coffee, you could have changed a 
child’s life.
But you didn’t.
Last weekend’s Battle of the 
Valleys was an opportunity for 
us to stick it to those Cardinals at 
Saginaw Valley State University 
and help contribute a large chari­
table donation to Grand Rapids 
schools.
But we didn’t.
I suppose I could have written 
more about it and reminded every­
one to participate in the BOTV and 
even shelled out a few more bones 
myself for the greater good.
But I didn’t.
Just $3,(XX) of our total $12.500 
is all we can give to Grand Rapids 
Public Schools for athletic and art 
programs. That may seem to be a 
heavy chunk of change, but when 
distributed evenly to more than 30 
schools in the district, it averages 
to less than $ 1 (X) (or, the equiva­
lent of one college textbook) to 
each school.
If I could draw your attention 
now to little Billy ... Billy is 7 
years old. He has grown up in the 
Grand Rapids school system. He 
has never played a game of dodge- 
ball with a real dodgeball in his 
life. Now, Billy and his classmates 
will have to continue playing with 
the only equipment the school 
could afford: broken asphalt from 
the parking lot.
A small donation to the BOTV 
cause could have given Billy 
something all kids deserve: large 
rubber balls hitting him in the face, 
rather than gravel.
For the cost of a cup of cof­
fee, you could have given a high 
school student proper art supplies. 
Yes, I’m aware that coffee isn’t as 
cheap as most charitable television 
advertisements seem to think it is, 
but stay with me. For the cost of a 
cup of coffee, not-quite-as-little- 
as-Billy Leslie could have received 
legitimate art supplies, potentially 
giving her the drive to excel in 
some artistic programs and work 
full-time challenging social norms 
with expressive paint.
I wish I were being sarcastic.
Through some extensive jour­
nalistic research (asking a handful 
of people their first reactions to the
Grand Valley Lanthorn’s head­
line from last issue), the general 
consensus seems to be somewhere 
between “Yikes,” “That’s embar­
rassing” and “Did we win the 
game at least?” (In this example, 
the consensus is triangular).
Most students seem to be miss­
ing the point; we got spanked, and 
not even the kind that some people 
are into. SVSU raised more than 
$40,000, which is more than three 
times our fundraising.
Oh, and they have less than half 
the student population of GVSU.
I don’t know whether to be 
happy that SVSU’s charity, the 
Salvation Army, got such a sizable 
donation or worried that some six- 
person aboriginal tribe in South 
Africa could have the capacity to 
out-fundraise the Lakers.
So, please, take this as a lesson 
for next year. When the Student 
Senate optimistically proposes a 
$35,000 goal, it’s not out of the 
question ... for other schools.
Yes, we’re dominant in football 
portion of BOTV (I don’t see a fu­
ture where we aren’t top contend­
ers in Division II), but for the cost 
of a cup of coffee, we could have 
taken it all by giving it all ...
Was that last line too sappy? I 
do apologize for that.
cslatter\@ lanthorn jcom
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Parkway Tropics ad 'incredibly offensive'
In (Monday's) issue of the 
Grand Valley Lanthorn, I was 
shocked and appalled to see a half 
page spread of a Parkway Tropics 
ad on page A6 featuring a young 
woman in a bathing suit. A half 
a page advertising a strip club 
as a viable way to earn money 
for young women is incredibly 
offensive to me. A strip club 
objectifies women; it’s demean­
ing and gives men the opportunity
to treat females as something to 
be purchased. An advertisement 
of that caliber has no place in the 
newspaper of a university that is 
held in such high regard as Grand 
Valley. The space could have been 
used to promote a business that 
hires women for their skills and 
knowledge, rather than how well 
they can undress. Not only does 
an ad like this promote an image 
that is negative, but stripping is
a business that is a gateway into 
other ‘businesses’ that are not glo­
rified by euphemisms like ‘exotic 
dancer.’ Needless to say, I would 
greatly appreciate if the Lanthorn 
discontinued featuring ads from 
Parkway Tropics or any other 
strip club in the future. Thank you 
for your time and consideration.
j
Amy Hinman 
GVSU student
School paper should be void of ads for strip club
I am writing this letter in 
order to address the issue of 
the Parkway Tropics advertise­
ment. In (Monday’s) issue of 
the Grand Valley Lanthorn, 
an advertisement on page A6 
showed a full page ad of the 
Parkway Tropics strip club, 
inviting girls to come and audi­
tion. I found this advertisement 
extremely offensive. I was both
upset and surprised that some­
thing like this would be selected 
to advertise in our newspaper. 
As a student of Grand Valley, I 
know the school prides itself on 
the reputation it has established 
in the community and this is not 
something I feel the university 
would wish to be affiliated with. 
It leads students and faculty to 
believe that Grand Valley sup­
ports the strip club and encour­
ages it's female students to 
attend the audition and for the 
male population to visit.
I would greatly appreciate 
for our school paper to be void 
of such advertisements in the 
future.
Alison Johnson 
GVSU student
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Six soccer players earn 
regional honors
The Grand Valley State 
University women's soccer 
team had six players named to 
the 2010 Daktronics Division 
II Midwest Region teams 
Tuesday.
Senior defender Jenna 
Wenglinski, senior forward 
Jaleen Dingledine, senior 
midfielder Kristen Eible, 
junior midfielder Erin Mruz 
and sophomore forward 
Kayla Addison earned first- 
team honors. Sophomore 
goalkeeper Chelsea Parise 
took home second-team 
accolades.
Dingledine, Eible, Mruz 
and Addision were named 
to the All-GLIAC team earlier 
this season while Wenglinski 
was named the conference's 
Defensive Player of the Year.
First-team All-Region 
selections will be placed on a 
national ballot to determine 
All Americans. All-American 
selections are scheduled to be 
released Dec. 1.
The Lakers will continue 
their defense of the National 
Championship Friday when 
they will host the University 
of Wisconsin-Parkside in the 
NCAA Regional Finals.
■ Friday
1:30 p.m.: W. Soccer vs. 
University of Wisconsin-Parkside 
2:30 p.m.: W. Volleyball vs. 
Northern Kentucky at Hillsdale 
(NCAA Regional Quarterfinals)
6 p.m.: M./W. Swim and Dive at 
Ball State Invitational 
9 p.m.: M. Ice Hockey vs. 
Davenport
9 p.m.: W. Ice Hockey vs. 
Michigan State at Walker Ice 
Arena
Harlon Hill candidate at helm of Colorado Mines
t
Courtesy Photo / Colorado Mines' Sports Information Department
Primary threat: Colorado School of Mines quarterback Clay Garcia, a 2010 Harlon Hill finalist, throws a pass in a past game. GVSU will face off against Colorado-Mines on Saturday.
Quarterback Clay Garcia set to begin NCAA tournament with opening-round matchup against Lakers
By Garrett Pelican
GVL Staff Writer
When Grand Valley State Univer­
sity’s football team takes the field Sat­
urday searching for a win against the 
Colorado School of Mines, it needs to 
look no further than behind the oppos­
ing center to locate the player it needs to 
stop.
One of 24 candidates for the 2010 
Harlbn Hill Trophy, Orediggers quarter­
back Clay Garcia has led his teammates 
to a 9-2 record this season en route to 
scores of individual accolades and the 
admiration of Colorado Mines head 
coach Bob Stitt.
“This team has really taken on his 
personality,” Stitt said. “He’s the most 
competitive player I’ve had in 25 years.
I know Clay would say that he has a lot 
of supporting cast around him, but our 
team knew when he took the reins at 
quarterback that we’d be pretty good.”
The Harlon Hill trophy is annually 
awarded to the top player in Division
II football. All Garcia has done to earn 
the nod as a candidate is lead the Rocky 
Mountain Athletic Conference in touch­
down passes (38), passing yards (3,813), 
passing yards per game (346.64), pass­
ing efficiency (144.86) and total offense 
(351.55), all behind a completion per­
centage of 62.11 percent.
Those distinctions and others are 
what Stitt said makes him believe Garcia
is the best quarterback in school history, 
even surpassing the talent of Oredigger 
great Chad Friehauf - the 2004 Harlon 
Hill Trophy winner and a Denver Bron­
cos signee.
“It’s very humbling just to be men­
tioned with some of the other athletes 
that are in that category,” Garcia said. 
“It’s definitely a team nomination. I’ve 
got some great receivers and a good run­
ning back and (offensive) line behind 
me, and our defense gets us the ball. So 
the stats I put up really reflect them just 
as much as me.”
After losing their season opener to 
Washburn University, the Orediggers 
responded by rattling off eight consecu­
tive wins before falling to Chadron State 
University on Nov. 6.
Despite the loss, Stitt said the game 
represented a turning point for his play­
ers as the Orediggers were down 28-0 
when Garcia guided them back to tie the 
game at 31-31 with a minute remaining 
before losing 38-31.
“I’m not the most vocal person, but 
I’m not going to let our offense give 
up and I’m not going to let our offense 
lose,” Garcia said.
Following the loss to Chadron State, 
the Orediggers demonstrated their resil­
ience once more in capping their regular 
season in a triple-overtime 55-53 win 
over University of Nebraska-Kearney. 
After leading by a pair of touchdowns 
heading into the second half, the Oredig­
gers allowed their opponents to score a
//
This team has really 
taken on (Garcia's) 
personality... Our team 4 knew when he took the 
reins at quarterback that 
we'd be pretty good/7 
-Bob Stitt
Colorado-Mines head coach
touchdown on one play and then turned 
the ball over on their next possession.
“We could have folded up shop and 
let it be over, but we came back and kept 
fighting and once we got into overtime 
we just had to execute,” Garcia said.
Stitt said while the marathon game 
supplied his team with momentum 
heading into the playoffs and provided 
the team’s seniors with another oppor­
tunity to play football, the team’s blue- 
collar approach has been its source of 
success on the season.
“It really doesn’t matter who you’re 
playing on a weekly basis, you’ve just 
got to go out there and play and see how 
you stack up,” Stitt said.
A unique quality to the Orediggers 
is that they are all engineering majors, 
a demanding area of study that Garcia 
said, when combined with all of the time 
spent watching film and practicing, can
be daunting.
“Only about two out of three kids 
that come to school here graduate, and 
the average ACT score of students com­
ing here is 29,” Stitt said. “So you’ve got 
to be a pretty good student to get here, 
but you've got to be a better student to 
stay.”
Managing a difficult area of study, 
Garcia has nonetheless excelled in both 
arenas as he was selected as a unani­
mous First-Team Academic All-RMAC 
pick in 2010 as well as the 2010 RMAC 
Football Academic Player of the Year. 
In addition, he has earned a spot on the 
Dean’s List each semester he has been 
enrolled at the school.
“It’s not easy, but we’ve wiped out 
excuses since we’ve gotten here,” said 
Stitt. “It’s just a way of life here, and I 
don’t think it affects us either way. Foot­
ball is what motivates these kids to get 
through the week of school and they’re 
looking forward to playing another foot­
ball game this weekend .”
The Orediggers will have their hands 
full Saturday against GVSU, whose 
program Garcia acknowledged is al­
ways expected to be standing at the end 
of the season.
“We’ve got to be on top of things, we 
have to be prepared and we have to exe­
cute,” he added. “We’re confident in our 
abilities as a team and individuals and I 
think once the whistle blows we’ve got 
to be ready to go.”
gpelican @ lanthorn com
Lakers remain successful in'transitional year'
■ Saturday
9 a.m.: M./W. Swim and Dive at 
Ball State Invitational
10 a.m.: M. Wrestling at Olivet 
Duals
11 a.m.: W./W. Cross Country 
at NCAA Midwest Regional 
Championships in Louisville, Ky. 
1 p.m.: Football vs. Colorado 
School of Mines
1 p.m.: W. Ice Hockey vs. 
Michigan State at Walker Ice 
Arena
2 p.m.: M. Dodgeball at 
Saginaw Valley State 
4:30 p.m.: W. Volleyball vs. 
Winner of Lewis/Missouri- 
St. Louis at Hillsdale (NCAA 
Regional Semifinals)
5 p.m.: W. Basketball vs. Saint 
Josephs (Ind.)
7;30 p.m.: M. Ice Hockey at 
Davenport
■ Sunday
10 a.m.: M. Wrestling at 
Mott Community College 
Invitational
1 p.m.: W. Soccer vs. TBA 
(NCAA Quarterfinals)
4 p.m.: W. Volleyball vs. TBA 
(NCAA Regional Championship 
at Hillsdale)
■ Tuesday
6 p.m.: M. Basketball vs. Saint 
Josephs (Ind.)
8 p.m.: W. Basketball vs. 
Rochester
By Cody Eding
GVL Sports Editor
It all started with strong 
winter workouts, and now the 
Grand Valley State Univer­
sity football team is prepping 
to culminate the 2010 season 
with a deep playoff run.
With new players at sev­
eral key positions and a new 
head coach, the year was 
supposed to be full of grow­
ing pains for a historically 
dominant program. There 
have been a few bumps 
along the way, but the team 
riddled with question marks 
at the beginning of the season 
has barely skipped a beat on 
the way to its record sixth- 
straight GUI AC Champion­
ship and 10th consecutive 
playoff appearance.
“It was important in kind 
of a little bit of a transitional 
year that we keep up the 
reputation this program has,” 
said GVSU head coach Matt 
Mitchell. “The bottom line 
is that we’re used to making 
the playoffs, this is 10 years 
in a row that we’ve made it, 
and keeping the conference 
championship here - the out­
right conference champion­
ship here - that was important 
in this first year.”
Despite losing the team’s 
quarterback, two running 
backs and the leading wide 
receiver from a year ago, 
GVSU’soffense has had little
GVL Archive/ Cody Eding
Transfer talent: Kyle McMahon scrambles out of the pocket in a past game.
trouble putting points on the 
board this season. The leak­
ers are averaging 38.9 points 
per game, and they scored 28 
or more points in all but one 
contest during the regular 
season.
“In the winter when we 
were conditioning all together 
- those night-time condition­
ings - that built a lot of trust
with other people, knowing 
what we could do together,” 
said senior quarterback Kyle 
McMahon, one bf several 
newcomers to the team. 
“Everybody was seeing the 
kind of talent that was going 
around on the team, and so 
everyone knew that we were 
capable enough to be a good 
team this year.”
The defense, which suf­
fered a huge loss when senior 
All-American defensive end 
Danny Richard went down 
with a knee injury before the 
season, rebounded after giv­
ing up 103 points in the first 
three games. GVSU has not 
allowed an opponent to score 
more than 21 points since.
“Going out there at the 
beginning of the year, you re­
ally had no playing time with 
the people,” said senior cor- 
nerback Rob Carlisle. “We 
were starting three freshman 
back there (in the defensive 
backfield). So it was like, you 
really didn’t know if they 
were going to be in the right 
spot, you really don’t know if 
they know what they’re do­
ing ... Now I think that we're 
starting to begin to trust each 
other. We believe in each oth­
er that we are going to be in 
the right spot.”
Mitchell, who is the first 
coach in school history to 
reach 10 wins in his first sea­
son, acknowledged his own 
growth as well.
As the team heads into 
Saturday’s opening-round 
playoff match against Mines, 
McMahon said it is the little 
things the Lakers need to cor­
rect in order to continue their 
success.
“We had a couple of plays 
just this last week against 
Saginaw that could have 
changed the game,” he said. 
sports® lanthorn com
A CLOSER LOOK
Colorado School of Mines
v Nickname:
Orediggers 
Location: Golden, 
Colo.
■ Enrollment: 4,750 
Head Coach: Bob Stitt, 11 th 
year (76-48)
Offensive Scheme: Spread 
Defensive Scheme: 3-4 
AFCA Ranking: 16 
Last Week: 55-53 (3 OT) Win vs. 
Nebraska-Kearney
WHO TO WATCH
Clay Garcia, quarterback 
The junior 
dominated the 
Rocky Moun­
tain Athletic 
Conference 
with 3,813 
passing yards 
and 38 touch­
downs.
Michael Hatcher, cornerback 
Hatcher, a red- 
shirt freshman, 
and the rest of 
the defensive 
secondary will 
be tested by 
Colorado Mines' 
prolific passing 
offense.
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Lakers down Spring Arbor 80-53
GV scores 39 points off 
turnovers in double-digit win 
over Cougars Tuesday
By Brady Fredericksen
GVL Staff Writer
Strong defense and a hot start Tuesday led 
the Grand Valley State University men’s bas­
ketball team to its second straight double-digit 
victory of the season, an 80-53 decision over 
Spring Arbor University.
Paced by 39 points off turnovers and a 27-18 
edge in rebounding, the Lakers (2-0) wore out 
their NAIA opponent by forcing the Cougars 
(3-4) into mistakes throughout the game.
“We’ve done a better job getting into pass­
ing lanes and being smarter as the season has 
progressed,” said senior forward Justin Ringler, 
who finished with a game-high five assists. “We 
kind of got a little lax (Tuesday) and got too 
aggressive, but reaching in there and forcing 
turnovers kicks us into pushing the ball before 
they can set up.”
Ringler set the tone for GVSU from the start 
by scoring eight of the team’s first 16 points. 
While Ringler’s offense was the biggest story, 
the Lakers’ bench - coming off a solid game 
against Marygrove College - sparked the team 
again with 34 points.
Junior transfer Nick Waddell, one of three 
players in head coach Ric Wesley’s rotation at 
the center position, played his best game as a 
member of the Lakers by chipping in 10 points 
and a team-high six rebounds. Junior guard 
Wes Trammell and sophomore guard Tony Pe­
ters combined for 18 points, but the highlight of 
the half came when red-shirt freshman center 
Ashaun Tatum energized the crowd with a put- 
back dunk.
For all of the first-half highlights, the team’s 
offense was average in comparison to Satur­
day’s record-setting win. A 55 percent shooting 
percentage proved efficient for the Lakers, but 
13 turnovers caused the offense to feel stagnant 
at times.
GVL / Rane Martin
Big bodied: Senior Justin Ringler jumps for a reverse layup against Spring Arbor University. He scored 18 points.
“I think, game-by-game, we’re getting our 
chemistry down and getting better,” said junior 
guard James Thomas, who led all scorers with 
21 points. “I can tell every game that it’s getting 
better and better. We just need to practice hard 
every day and work on it.”
The GVSU defense came up strong again as 
well, holding the Cougars to only 18 first-half
points.
“We did a good job stopping their scorer 
(senior DJ. Baisden) in the first half, which 
probably set our defense up for some opportu­
nities,” Wesley said. “It was a little bit of pick 
your poison.”
The defense, which saw success with a full- 
court press and zone, had an adverse effect"on
"I think, game-by­
game, we're getting 
our chemistry down 
and getting better."
-James Thomas
Junior guard
Spring Arbor’s top scorers. Both Baisden and 
fellow-senior Willie Pickvet struggled through­
out the game in converting only 4-of-11 shots 
and turning the ball over five times.
Despite a tough night for its top seniors, 
Spring Arbor fought point-for-point with the 
Lakers in the second half, scoring 17 more 
points than they did in the first while finding 
success around the basket.
“Certainly we want to work to protect our 
basket and our defensive rotations and break­
downs.” said Wesley, whose team allowed 
Spring Arbor to shoot 48 percent from the field. 
“All of our big men we‘re playing are relative­
ly new to the position, and when the defense 
breaks down at the end of the play, it gets to 
those guys, so they have to get more comfort­
able with that.”
GVSU’s offense feasted on turnovers, and 
the team’s 11 steals created scoring opportuni­
ties throughout the game. The defense’s ability 
to create offense from turnovers offset half­
court struggles for the Lakers.
“I think it all goes hand-in-hand when you're 
getting stops. When you play great defense, 
you get great full court opportunities,” Wesley 
said. “I'm kind of cautiously optimistic going 
forward. I'd love to dominate every game, but 
we know there’s things we always need to work 
on.”
After playing two games in five days, the 
Lakers will get a week-long hreak before their 
next game at home against St. Joseph’s College 
(lnd.), the team that bounced GVSU from the 
NCAA Tournament last season.
bfredericksen @ lanthorn .com
Volleyball to see familiar foes in NCAA Regional tourney
No. 2-seeded Lakers hope to make way to rematch with Hillsdale after loss to Chargers in GLIAC
By Curtis Kalleward
GVL Senior Reporter
This weekend, look out 
for d£j& vu on the volleyball 
court. Familiar foes and con­
ference rivals highlight Grand 
Valley State University’s run 
in the NCAA Midwest Re­
gional Tournament hosted by 
Hillsdale College.
The Lakers enter the eight- 
team bracket as the No. 2 
seed and will face Northern
Kentucky University Friday 
afternoon. GVSU head coach 
Deanne Scanlon said the high 
seeding is nice but guarantees 
nothing.
“They’re all good teams 
once you get to this point,” she 
said. “The higher seed means 
hopefully the odds will play 
out and the top seeds will win, 
but you have to treat everyone 
as equal. I don’t look at it as 
giving us an advantage.”
The Lakers defeated North­
ern Kentucky 3-0 at the GLI- 
AC-GLVC Crossover Tourna­
ment earlier this season and 
are 3-0 all-time against the 
Norse in the NCAA Tourna­
ment, but Northern Kentucky 
is not the only familiar team 
GVSU could see this week­
end.
GLIAC semifinalist North­
ern Michigan University, a 
team the Lakers topped to 
reach the final match, is the 
No. 5 seed, while host team 
Hillsdale sits in first. Hillsdale 
defeated GVSU last weekend 
to win the GLIAC Conference 
title.
“We want revenge against 
Hillsdale,” said senior Rebec- 
cah Rapin. “We’re hoping it’s 
us versus them in the finals 
again. Last time we played 
them, we were nervous. We 
made a lot of errors, and we 
don’t normal ly do that. Our of­
fense struggled, and that’s not
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Redemption: Freshman Stacey Catalano hits the ball over the net during the GLIAC tournament last weekend. The 
Lakers lost in the final round to Hillsdale, who is the No. 1 seed in the Midwest Regional Tournament this weekend.
something we usually struggle 
with. Usually, it’s our defense 
that’s not always there.”
While the GVSU play­
ers feel they have unfinished 
business against the Chargers, 
the fact that they have reached 
this point is an accomplish­
ment in its own right.
“At the beginning of the 
year, nobody really believed 
in us,” said senior Krysta 
Komack. “People thought 
we were going to struggle, 
and we pretty much showed 
them that we're better than
we thought.”
To meet Hillsdale for the 
third time this season, GVSU 
first needs to get past Northern 
Kentucky, a team that makes 
its l()th NCAA Tournament 
appearance. The Norse won 
the regional tournament twice 
in 1998 and 1999. However, 
GVSU holds a strong edge 
against Northern Kentucky, 
owning a 21-4 advantage all- 
time, including a current five- 
game winning streak.
“NKU has a lot of quick­
ness,” Rapin said. “They’re
not like any team we ever 
see normally. We were lucky 
to play them in the crossover 
tournament, but they’re a 
whole different game. A lot of 
teams from the GLVC tend to 
be small but very quick and 
scrappy. They run a very fast- 
paced game, and we need to 
just play our style.”
If GVSU succeeds against 
both the Norse and their semi­
final opponent, they could see 
either Hillsdale or Northern 
Michigan in the final. But'no 
matter the opponent, Komack 
said they will have to stay fo­
cused at all times.
Scanlon said GVSU will 
have short, light practices 
this week to keep the team’s 
health in good condition. 
Freshman libero Sacha Gill, 
who has played a major role 
this season, suffers from a 
small illness, but Scanlon said 
Gill should be fine to play this 
weekend when everyone will 
need to push toward victory.
“When you’re playing in 
a regional, you have to play 
three solid days together," 
Scanlon said. “It’s hard to put 
three solid days of total exe­
cution at the top of your game 
together. Our kids have got to 
find a way to win, and we feel 
we can win in a lot of ways.”
ckalle\\’ard@ lanthorn jcom
"We want revenge against 
Hillsdale. We're hoping it's 
us versus them in the finals 
again."
*
-Rebeccah Rapin
GVSU senior
Wanted - Full time Leasing 
Consultant immediate 
opportunity at 48 West
A competitive wage & benefit package is 
included. 6 months customer service 
experience required. Submit resume online.
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Payback: Junior Erin Mruz (right) tries to gain possession of the ball from a Quincy defender in the NCAA Regional 
quarterfinals. The Lakers will play in the NCAA Regional finals game at 1 p.m. Sunday at home.
Lakers look to down 
Wisconsin-Parkside, 
who defeated GV in 
2008 playoffs
By Greg Monahan
GVL Senior Reporter
The Grand Valley State 
University women’s soccer 
team has not forgotten the 
last time the Lakers lost in 
the NCAA Tournament. Two 
years ago, the University of 
Wisconsin-Parkside took 
down GVSU 1-0 to end the 
Lakers National Champion­
ship hopes in 2008, and this 
weekend the team will get 
the opportunity to return the 
favor.
The circumstances sur­
rounding Friday’s game are 
eerily similar to the game two 
years ago - it is the NCAA 
Regional Championship 
game, GVSU enters the game
"VI eah, we are looking 
for (revenge). Obviously 
we come out ready to 
play, but it's still a little 
bitter from a couple of 
years ago/7
-Kylee Merino
Senior defender
ranked No. I in the region 
and undefeated at home, and 
the Lakers are favored in the 
game on their home turf.
But the upperclassmen 
that experienced the loss to 
Parkside said they will be 
prepared for the Rangers this 
time around.
“Yeah, we are looking for 
(revenge),” said senior de­
fender Kylee Merino. “Obvi­
ously we come out ready to 
play every game, but it’s still 
a little bitter from a couple of 
years ago. But we’re ready to 
play them, and we’ll be ready 
to go.”
The 1-0 loss in 2008 to 
Parkside is especially sig­
nificant as the only shutout at 
home that GVSU head coach 
Dave Dilanni has ever en­
dured during his eight-year 
stint as GVSU’s leader.
Dilanni said while many of 
the players who factored into 
that game have since gradu­
ated, he knows what to expect 
from Parkside.
“The players change, but 
the system stays the same,” 
he said. “Number one, they’re 
a very well-coached team. 
Mentally and physically 
they’re a very strong and fit 
team where you know you’re 
going to have to play 90 min­
utes of good soccer to win 
that game.”
The main concern for 
GVSU will be Ranger for­
ward Shannon Becker. The 
junior led all scorers in the 
Great Lakes Valley Confer­
ence and was named Midwest 
Region Player of the Year 
with 16 goals and 12 assists.
“(Becker) was the player 
of the year - very dangerous. 
(She) can win a game all by 
herself, and they use her ac­
cordingly,” Dilanni said.
Stoping Becker will be 
an important factor in this 
weekend’s game, but Dilanni 
added it is not necessarily true 
that if they stop Becker, they 
stop the Rangers.
“If you look at the box 
scores, it’s proven that others 
are doing some scoring, too,” 
he said. “They’re not a one- 
trick pony, and we’re going to 
defend them like we defend 
everyone else and maybe give 
(Becker) a little special atten­
tion.”
Except for the freshmen, 
each member of the GVSU 
roster has the complete ex­
perience of the NCAA Tour­
nament under their belt after 
last year’s National Champi­
onship, something the team 
hopes to use to their advan­
tage this weekend.
“A lot of us have been here 
already,” said junior Kayla 
Klosterman. “We know what 
it takes to win the National 
Championship. We know the 
focus and the drive, and we 
know how to focus our adren­
aline and energy into some­
thing positive as opposed to 
letting it overwhelm us.”
While Parkside may have 
gotten the best of the Lakers 
two years ago, Klosterman
said they are ready to go for 
Friday’s game.
“We’re looking to get back 
at them a little bit,” she said. 
“Nobody wants to lose, and 
we went through it two years 
ago. So we want to come back
and stick it to them, make a 
statement that we’re here, and 
you’re going to have to play 
the game of your life to get 
past us.”
Kickoff is set for 1:30 p.m. 
Friday. The winner will face
either Winona State Univer­
sity or Fort Lewis University 
on Sunday at 1 p.m. for a shot 
to go to the NCAA Tourna­
ment semifinals.
•gmonahan @ lanthorn .com
Wrestlers return with optimism after last year's struggles
Lakers begin new season, recover after finishing last season with lowest national tournament finish in 10 years
By Kevin VanAntwerpen
GVL Staff Writer
Bad luck struck the 
GVSU men’s wrestling 
team last season when the 
team took fourth place at the 
National Championships as 
it was the first time the team 
dropped below second place 
in the past 10 years. But 
with two matches behind 
them in the 2011 season, the 
Lakers aim to regain their 
edge and retake the national 
spotlight.
GVSU head coach Rick 
Bulhuis said last season was 
plagued by illness, sickness 
and deaths in the families 
of two of the wrestlers. A 
returning All-American 
wrestler’s father died mid­
season, and the student
decided wrestling was too 
much to handle during the 
time.
“It affected our lineup,” 
Bulhuis said. “But it 
affected the guys on the 
team emotionally more than 
anything else. Knowing that 
somebody you work out 
with on a daily basis is going 
through something that is 
difficult to deal with.”
Andrew Stepanovich 
and Frank Eastine, two 
key wrestlers, suffered 
a broken rib and broken 
ankle respectively. Both 
were expected to be on the 
lineup, and their departure 
left Bulhuis and his staff 
with two more empty spots 
to fill.
“Last year was rough,” 
said senior Corey Melinn.
GVL Archive
Getting back on top: GVSU wrestlers compete at a past meet. The Lakers 
will look to return to national prominence after finishing fourth at the 
National Championships last year.
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“Things kept happening, 
and it set us back.”
While Bulhuis said he 
was disappointed in losing 
nationals at first, the team 
did the best they could given 
the circumstances.
“Placing fourth last 
year was actually an 
accomplishment for what 
we’ve dealt with during the 
season,” he said. “It’s not 
what we trained for or the 
expectation that we set for 
ourselves, but given six or 
seven months to look back 
at what we’ve dealt with, it 
was an accomplishment.”
Now that the team has 
had time to recover, the 
players find themselves 
with a sense of brotherhood 
they hope will propel them 
back to the top of the leader
boards at the 2011 National 
Conference in March.
“The older guys on 
the team know that after 
everything last year, we’re 
just a tight knit group,” said 
Katie Haynes, the wrestling 
club’s manager. “The first- 
year guys are just getting 
accustomed to it. We’re 
family. They fight like 
brothers, but when it comes 
down to tragedy, they’re 
there for each other.”
In addition to a rise in 
team unity, the team has 
made an effort to move 
some of the wrestlers to new 
weight classes by upping 
workout routines.
“We’re lifting weights 
more often, which is 
something that I as a coach 
have neglected in the past,”
Bulhuis said. “We’ve tried to 
add some team depth so that 
we have two or three guys at 
different weight classes.”
Bulhuis said he hopes 
the team finds a measure of 
shelter in wrestling.
“Wrestling can be a 
refuge,” Bulhuis said. “You 
can use it in a positive 
manner to make yourself a
better person. (The wrestlers) 
want to learn how to be a 
better brother or father or 
husband down the road, and 
they’re going to look back to 
sophomore year in college 
and think, ‘This is how I 
handled the situation.’”
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Covell Street on the 
GVSU bus route!
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Saxophone
professor obsessed
Duke Ellington-inspired faculty-artist 
Jonathan Nichol to perform today
By Patrick Nothaft
GVL Staff Writer
When Grand Valley State 
University saxophone pro­
fessor Jonathan Nichol com­
pleted his doctoral degree of 
musical arts at Michigan State 
University in May 2010, he 
found himself with an unusual 
amount of free time.
Nichol needed to find a 
hobby to replace the long, stu­
dious nights and twice-weekly 
trips between Allendale and 
East Lansing. So he bought a 
road bike, a Specialized Rou- 
baix. because after 10 years 
of university-level training 
in classical saxophone, he 
wanted to focus on something 
other than music, if only for a 
few months.
He pedaled an average of 
40 miles per trip. He rode six 
days each week, and by the 
end of the summer he logged 
1,700 miles on his Roubaix. 
Nichol describes this behavior 
as “assimilation” - the act of 
absorbing as much knowledge 
as possible about an object - 
in this case, a sport that was 
new to him.
At the start of the fall se­
mester, the 28-year-old pro­
fessor shifted his focus back 
to absorbing knowledge of 
music and the woodwind in­
strument he has played since 
he was 8 years old.
Nichol will display his 
saxophone skill at an Artist- 
Faculty Series concert today 
at the Cook-DeWitt Center at 
8 p.m.
Michelle Kozaehik, a se­
nior saxophone major who 
has studied under Nicfiol for 
three years, expects a diverse 
arrangement from the perfor­
mance, which is scheduled to 
run until 10 p.m.
“Dr. Nichol brings a lot 
of variety to the music, mak­
ing sure that there are pieces 
that are attainable to the ear, 
and then also something that 
will challenge you with the 
emotion behind it,” Kozaehik 
said.
Nichol said his father, 
John, a saxophone professor 
at Central Michigan Universi­
ty, guided him and gave him a 
good foundation that afforded 
him success as a performing 
artist.
“When I was starting 
to play saxophone, my dad 
bought me a CD called ‘Duke 
Ellington’s 16 Most Request­
ed Songs,' and we went home 
and listened to the whole 
thing, and I heard alto saxo­
phone with (jazz musician) 
Johnny Hodges for the first 
time,” he said. “It’s like some­
times in your life you have 
‘Ah Ha' moments. I heard this 
song and the instrument, and 
I said, ‘I want to do that.’ All 
my degrees are in classical
saxophone, but I remain an 
active jazz musician.”
GVSU professor Geoff 
Deibel performs with Nichol 
in the award-winning four- 
piece saxophone ensemble, h2 
Quartet, and said it is uncom­
mon for a saxophonist to show, 
such skill in the two genres.
“He’s very talented in 
jazz and classical saxophone, 
which is rare,” Deibel said. 
“Usually you’re good at one 
or the other, but not both 
Nichols ability also elicits 
praise from senior saxophone 
major Roger Wagner, who has 
taken a Nichol-taught class 
in each of his four years at 
GVSU.
//
It's like
sometimes in your 
life you have'Ah Ha' 
moments. I heard 
this song and the 
instrument, and I 
said,'I want to do 
that.',/
-Jonathan Nichol
GVSU professor
“He is virtuosicWagner 
said. “When he plays in a les­
son or in the studio, you fall in 
love with his tone because it’s 
just rich and warm, and he can 
do whatever he wants with it. 
He’s incredibly sensitive to 
how to make sounds on the 
horn.”
Nichol studied saxophone 
under his father1* at Central 
Michigan -where be earned 
his bachelor’s degree in music 
education. Two years later, he 
earned his master’s degree in 
music from Michigan State.
While his formal training 
at the universities focused on 
classical saxophone, Nichol’s 
passion for jazz emerged from 
performing in the Nichol Trio 
with his father and brother, 
Jason, and from listening to 
Duke Ellington ... a lot ... as 
in he owns every Ellington 
album ever recorded in North 
America.
A self-professed “Ellingto­
nian,” Nichol began collecting 
the 20th century jazz albums 
as an early teen because he 
found the music to be “com­
plex, honest, melodic and be­
yond category.”
“There was a point where 
I could listen and be able to 
tell you the recording date and 
personnel involved with the 
songs, but a doctorate kind of 
got in the way of that,” Nichol 
said.
Some might say that Nich­
ors passion for Ellington’s 
music reflects an obsession. 
He said he prefers to think of 
it as assimilation.
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Active Jazz: Saxophonist and professor Jonathan Nichol will perform In 
the Cook-DeWitt Center today. He has played since age 8.
A&E Haley Otman, Laker Life Editor lakerlife@lanthorn.com
GVL / Eric Coulter
Camera competence: GVSU student Andrew Murray films a basketball game in the Fieldhouse Arena for WGVU. WGVU broadcasts radio and television.
WGVU goes'platinum'
GVbroadcasting chosen from 5,000 entries to take home three MarCom Awards
By Josh Brunsting
GVL Staff Writer
Consisting of four stations spanning 
television and radio, the Grand Valley State 
University-operated public broadcasting 
group known as WGVU has become the re­
cipient of some highly desirable awards.
WGVU has received three respective 
awards from the 2010 MarCom Awards' in­
ternational awards competition, including a 
Platinum Award in the category of Brochure 
for its “WGVU Showplace Guide,” an Hon­
orable Mention in the category of Brochure 
for “WGVU - LZ Michigan Program" and 
a Gold Award in the category of Marketing/ 
Promotion Campaign/Special Event for its 
piece,“LZ Michigan.”
This year’s competition saw almost 
5j000 entries from throughout the United 
States, Canada and other countries. Mar­
Com Awards promote “outstanding creative 
achievement by marketing and communi­
cation professionals,” according to a press 
release.
“MarCom entries come from corporate 
marketing and communication depart­
ments, advertising agencies, PR firms, 
design shops, production companies and 
freelancers,” said Ed Dalheim, director of 
MarCom Awards. “The competition has 
grown to perhaps the laigest of its kind in
the world. A look at the winners shows a 
range in size from individual communica­
tors to media conglomerates and Fortune 
500 companies.”
Winners are chosen from more than 2(X) 
different categories, spanning seven differ­
ent forms of media: marketing, publica­
tions, marketing/promotion, public service/ 
pro bono, creativity and electronic/interac­
tive. Only 15 percent of entries win Plati­
num Awards, the competition’s top honor, 
while another 15 percent win Gold Awards, 
the second tier of awards.
“Winning this MarCom award, or any 
award, is a wonderful validation from the 
marketing and communications profession­
als that judge these entries, as to the caliber 
and quality of the work that the WGVU 
staff creates,” said Michael Walenta, general 
manager for WGVU. “The level of pride on 
behalf of the entire staff is overwhelming.”
Administered by the Association of 
Marketing and Communicaton Profession­
als, the MarCom Awards are just one part 
of a much broader picture painted by the 
company.
“As part of its mission, AMCP fosters 
and supports the efforts of creative profes­
sionals who contribute their unique talents 
to public service and charitable organiza­
tions," Dalheim said. “Over the past several 
years, AMCP’s Advisory Board donated 
over $60,(XX) in grants to support the efforts
of its members. That money was used for 
marketing materials for homeless shelters, 
orphanages, day camps, community the­
aters, art centers, programs for the elderly 
and for child care and educational endeav­
ors for the underprivileged.”
This only adds to the weight of being a 
recipient of one of these awards, said Timo­
thy Eemisse, development and marketing 
manger for WGVU.
“It’s an amazing honor, one that spans 
just being rewarded for your hard work,” he 
said. “We all have worked night and day to 
make the absolute best possible paxluct for 
our viewers and listeners, and it is a really 
great and amazing honor to be rewarded for 
our work.”
WGVU is a public broadcasting service, 
which means while it may be good news 
to receive awards, the funding still comes 
from the public it serves.
“With each donation, you are subject 
to be given a special gift,” Dalheim said. 
“Take now Platinum Award winning Show- 
place for example. With any donation of 
$50 or more, you will receive a year-long 
subscription to this award winning publica­
tion. Not only that, but you’ll help us con­
tinue to bring you the highest quality radio 
and television that we possibly can.”
For more information, or to make a do­
nation, visit www.wgvu.org.
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'BUNG! FLASH! ART'
Photography, graphic design seniors display their work in final show
Courtesy Photo / gvsu.edu
Celebrate seniors: 22 photography and graphic design students will 
showcase their work in a senior thesis exhibit, which will open today.
By Rebekah Young
GVL Intern
Amanda Murphy remembers 
sitting on her father’s lap as a 
child while flipping through his 
photo albums and has since real­
ized the profound effect it had on 
her life. ,
“He spoke so passionately 
about his images,” said Murphy, 
a Grand Valley State University 
photography major. “He would 
recall the situation, the people 
involved and why he photo­
graphed the subject the way he 
did. I thought it would be amaz­
ing to have such an enthusiasm 
for a career you love.”
Jessica Caron, a fellow pho­
tography major, recalls travel­
ling to Alaska to study the effects 
of the Exxon Valdez oil spill . As 
part of the photography com­
mittee, she helped document the 
journey through her images.
“It was one of the first times 
I can remember being confident 
in myself,” she said. “My inter­
est in photography grew to the 
point where I couldn’t imagine 
my life without it.”
These moments, among oth­
ers, have inspired several GVSU 
students to pursue creative ca­
reers in photography and graphic 
design. Years later, they are now 
preparing to leave the university 
halls and enter the reai world.
But before these students turn 
their tassels at graduation. GV-
SU’s photography and graphic- 
design students will celebrate 
their artistic achievements at the 
annual senior thesis exhibition.
The “Bling! Flash! Art!” ex­
hibition will showcase the work 
of 12 photography students from 
the School of Communications 
and 10 graphic design students 
from the Department of Art and 
Design.
The opening reception will 
be today from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. 
at the Grand Gallery Balcony at 
the DeVos Place in Grand Rap­
ids as part of GVSU’s 50th An­
niversary celebration. The stu­
dent artwork will be on exhibit 
from Wednesday to Dec. 11.
“This is an opportunity to get 
our work publicity and recogrti- 
tion by the city as well as by our 
friends and family,” said Alex­
andria Baszler, a graphic design 
student whose thesis piece, “Sil­
houette,” comments on the state 
of the current U.S. public educa­
tion system.
Murphy’s senior thesis piece, 
“Tinted Dispositions,” focuses 
on color as the subject of her im­
age. Caron’s “Definition: Happi 
ness” artwork, which studies the 
meaning of happiness, will also 
be displayed at the exhibit.
“It is a great opportunity to 
view amazing work created by 
fellow students,” Murphy said 
of the exhibition. “Most students 
are unaware of how impressive 
the photography program is at 
GVSU. And for those strug­
gling. it proves there is a light at 
the end of the tunnel. You will 
graduate and you can do it with 
style.”
With graduation in view, 
the students are starting to kx>k 
toward their futures. Murphy 
will continue her current work 
as a wedding photographer and 
hopes to open a photography 
studio. Baszler plans to promote 
sustainable design practices — 
she cited the Art and Design pro­
gram’s determination for contin­
ued improvement and quality 
as key to her success outside of 
school.
“That determination continu­
ously provides me with a com­
petitive advantage both person­
ally and in the workplace," she 
said.
After graduation, Caron said 
she wishes to travel, gain fur­
ther insights on the definition of 
happiness and publish her own 
book.
“I’ve had an incredible learn­
ing experience over the past 
four years,” Caron said. “The 
School of Communications has 
expanded my way of thinking, 
and the photography program 
has heightened my way of see­
ing. I feel well-prepared for any 
adventure post-graduation life 
brings me.”
Gallery hours for the exhibi­
tion arc 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
Mtxiday through Friday, and 
8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Saturday and 
Sunday. Admission is free to the 
public.
arts® lanthorn rom
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Announcements
$5, $10, $15, and $20 deals 
at Hungry Howies. Order on­
line at hungryhowies.com. 
Choose from a number of 
different flavor crusts. $1 de­
livery to campus and sur­
rounding apartments.
Statement Arts announces ‘A 
Single Drop of Water’ pho­
tography competition. Sub­
mit your photo today! Win­
ning entries will be exhibited 
in New York City! Visit 
www.statementarts.org 
<http://www.statementarts.or
g>
Entertainment
The Grand Rapids Public 
Museum presents Bodies 
Revealed. The exhibit is open 
November 20-May 1. For 
more information call 
616-456-3977 or visit grmu- 
seum.org
Ski Film Festival at 5/3 Ball­
park: Friday November 26th 
at 7pm. Featuring Poor Boyz 
Productions & Dendrite Stu­
dios. For more information 
visit: www.epicplanks.com
_______ Services_______
Amira Spa Hair and Body 
Therapy. Salon, spa, tanning 
and whole body vibration. 
30% off for students every 
Wednesday.
Experienced Attorney 3 Miles 
from Campus. 616.895.7300. 
www!dayidknpesterpic..cQm
616-895-7300
Lakeshore Pregnancy Center 
of Allendale. Offering free 
pregnancy testing, peer 
counseling, pre-natal & par­
enting classes, abortion in­
formation and community re­
ferrals.
University Bookstore. Shop 
online anytime with the Uni- 
versity Bookstore. 
www.ubs.qvsu.edu
Housing
Wanted
Bartenders wanted. Up to 
$250/Day. No Experience 
necessary. Training provided. 
Age 18+ Okay. Call 
1-800-965-6520. ext. 226.
Employment
Customer sales/service. Holi­
day Help! Students/Others: 
$16.25 base - appt. Flexible 
Schedules. All ages, 17+, 
Conditions apply. Call Mon­
day: 616-241-6303
Wanted: Immediate opportu­
nity for full time leasing con­
sultant at 48 West. At least 6 
months customer service ex­
perience required. Competi­
tive wage and benefits pack­
age is included. Send re­
sume t o www.ipalivinq.com
Grand Valley’s best kept 
deal. University Townhomes 
& Apartments guarantees the 
lowest price per person. En­
joy a quiet atmosphere with a 
variety of home styles to 
choose from less .than 2 
miles from campus. Call Tim 
today 616-477-5511
New digs at Loft 45. 1&2 
bedroom lofts. 10-12 month 
lease terms. Find yourself 
here! www.heritagetow- 
nesquare.com.
616-895-2500
I need someone to take over 
my lease at Heritage Towne 
Square from 1/11 to 4/11 The 
rent is $375/month utilities. 
Sub leasee gets to keep my 
security deposit! Please 
email me at
mcclentk@mail.gvsu.edu for 
more info and pictures!
Opportunities
Biolife Plasma Services make 
a difference in people’s lives 
everyday. We invite you to 
join our program and sched­
ule a plasma donation today. 
Receive up to $220 the first 
month!
STRIU
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Letter Box by Linda Thistle
Place a letter in the empty boxes in such a way 
that each row across, each column down and each 
small 9-box square contains all of the letters listed 
above the diagram. When completed, the row 
indicated will spell out a word or words.
DHIOPRSTY
P I R
R S D I
s Y O
Y T H I D
H D P Y
O T P
T S Y
R P I O
© 2010 King Features Synd., Inc.
Sharpen Your Scissors 
www.lakercouponconnection.com
Super Crossword
BELONGINGS
ACROSS
1 Use a 
calculator
4 Cartog­
rapher's 
creation
7 Actress 
Sonia
12 *— Dancing* 
('78 smash)
18 Payable
19 Bristol brew
20 Abuse
22 Puget 
Sound city
23 Mimic
24 Tub
25 Sarah Miles 
movie
27 Ruehl of 
The Fisher 
King"
30 Muldoon’s 
partner
31 Itches
32 Remnant
33 Southwest­
ern sight
36 Start to 
snooze
39 Anne 
Nichols 
play
46 Existed
50 Japanese 
honorific
51 Nick of
130 Down
52 Zilch
53 '90 Barry 
Levinson 
film
55 Style
58 the 
fields we
go • •
59 Vicki 
Lawrence 
sitcom
61 Overseas
63 Icelandic 
epic
65 Word with 
stop or bull
66 Body­
builder's
• pride
67 Musty
68 Unlikely to 
enthrall
70 Hoopster 
Archibald
73 Pinky or 
Peggy
74 Massachu­
setts resort
79 Comrade
82 “Dies —”
83 Present
84 High spirits
87 Profess
89 University 
deg.
91 Uncommon
93 Amulet 
motif
95 Everly 
Brothers hit
99 CPR 
provider
101 Jenny Lind, 
for one
102 Involve
103 City in 
Kyrgyzstan
104 Scoffed at
106 "Run to 
Him" singer
107 Conductor’s 
concern
108 Liam 
Neeson 
film
112 Make a 
muumuu
114 Ruminate
115 The truth at 
last!"
116 New York 
stadium
120 Cornerstone 
abbr.
124 "David
Copperfield*
character
129 Saul Bellow 
novel
134 Pirate's 
quaff
135 Hubbub
136 Estefan or 
Estevez
137 Painted 
poorly
138 Slangy 
suffix
139 Bnnk
140 Just
141 Philhar­
monic 
section
142 Opera’s 
Merriman
143 Essential
DOWN
1 Eliot's 
Bede"
2 Con
3 “Bambi” 
extras
4 Experts
5 Lamp lad
6 “Our Gang" 
canine
7 “It * 
freezing!"
6 Bandleader 
Alvino
9 Incarnation
10 Marchetti of 
football
11 In addition
12R-V
hookup?
13 Crone
14 Breaky 
Heart"
('92 hit)
15 Make too 
much of
16 Portent
17 Fights
21 “Kookie"
Byrnes
26 Writer Rand
28 Artichoke 
heart?
29 Shows 
one's teeth
34 “CHiPs" 
star
35 Cow or 
sow
37 Norwegian 
saint
38 Prima 
donna
39 Actress 
Nielsen
40 Fishhook 
parts
41 Sluggish
42 Milne 
creature
43 — roll
44 Airhead
45 May or 
Stritch
47 Siren
48 Architect 
Saarinen
49 “La — Vita" 
('60 film)
54 AMEX rival
56 Linguist 
Chomsky
57 — Lama
59 — Hill (Civil 
War site)
60 Corset part 
62 Earl —
Biggers 
64 Spurt 
69 Benito's 
bread
71 Flat hats
72 Idle and 
Sevareid
75 After-bath 
powder
76 “Gimme 
five!" and 
“Atohal"
77 Mythologi­
cal
swimmers
78 Sketch
79 Wear out 
the carpet
80 -----garde
81 Lenya or 
Lehmann
85 Roman 
fountain
86 Underworld 
88 Impact
sound
90 Cornice kin 
92 Symbol 
94 Exemplar of 
redness
96 Puppy 
protests
97 — gin fizz
98 Presidential 
monogram
100 Place- 
kicker's 
prop
104 Wildebeest
105 Blood 
count?
109 Exercise the 
olbow
110 Witch doctor
111 Frankfurter's 
field
113 Marry
116 Noah’s 
eldest
117 Scottish 
philosopher
118 Kuwaiti ruler
119 Competent
121 Part of EST
122 Peter or 
Ivan
123 Malarial 
fever
125 Rock’s — 
Butterfly
126 Conifer 
covering
127 Singer 
Adams
128 Actress 
Schneider
130 “Lorenzo's 
—" ('92 
film)
131 Powell 
co-star
132 Nourished
133 QB’s stats
Try Squares »v Linda Thistle
Without rotating the small squares on the right, try to arrange them into 
the pattern shown in the diagram at the left so that the number next to 
each large triangle equals the sum of the four numbers in that triangle.
59
24
56
60
25 26
27
© 20I0 King Features Synd., Inc.
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Marching band to sum up season with Bandorama
GVL Archive / Eric Coulter
Sounds of the season: The Laker Marching Band performs at a past Grand Valley State University football game. 
The band will hold Bandorama, a cumulative performance of music from the 2010 season, this Sunday.
Director John Martin holds 
band to ‘D-I’ standard in 
performance
By Grace Sterenberg
GVL Staff Writer
Three home games. Three different shows. 
Three weeks. That was the challenge facing 
Grand Valley State University’s marching band 
• this fall.
With a band consisting of around two-thirds 
freshmen. Director John Martin battled inexpe­
rience from the band as well as himself, with it 
being his second year on the job. Martin came 
from the University of Tennessee and said a 
lot has changed since his first year at GVSU in 
2009. Where as in his first year he had no idea 
what to expect, this year Martin said he felt 
much more prepared, which had an effect on the 
students as well.
“If I have stress, the kids have stress,” he 
said. “This year was just better all around for 
everyone involved.”
For those who missed a show or two this sea­
son or for those who would just like to relive 
them, the music department will hold a Ban­
dorama event on Sunday from 8 p.m. to 9:30 
p.m. in Louis Armstrong Theatre.
“It’s a concert that is a review of all the music 
from the season,” Martin said. “We’ll march in 
and we’ll move quickly.”
Admission to the event is free, but donations 
will be accepted for music scholarships.
Along with getting the band more organized, 
Martin has learned to constantly keep the bud­
get in mind as well. Coming from a school such 
as the University of Tennessee, where budget is 
never an issue, to one with a smaller marching 
band program and less money was a big change 
and he said it took some adjustment.
“You have to be creative and resourceful 
about how you approach things,” Martin said.
Martin has developed those creative skills 
and adapted to the changes from his former
school's program, such as differences in the 
source of funding.
”The one thing people have to realize is that 
the majority of funding for this program comes 
through the music department, not through ath­
letics as opposed to some other schools,” Martin 
said.
With this year being GVSU’s 50th anniversa­
ry, money coming out of the music department 
must cover an increased variety of shows and 
events. However, with a new director’s tower on
the field and brand new equipment for the drum 
line this year, Martin believes that despite budget 
restrictions the band is always in good hands.
“We are well taken care of,” he said. "It we 
need something to run this band, we will find a 
way to get it. They are completely supportive ot 
this program.”
Only meeting for a short time three times a 
week, another thing Martin hopes people will 
realize is the work put into each show in the time 
allotted. Martin said the band is often criticized 
for shows being imperfect or even judged on 
how well the team is doing at halftime. He said 
they do their best in putting together a show in 
such a short time.
Athletic Director Tim Selgo said the work 
the band puts in does not go unnoticed at the 
football games.
“Not only are they terrific in their perfor­
mances as a band, but their enthusiasm helps 
energize the crowd and certainly helps our team 
immensely,” he said. “There is no question that 
our band is a tremendous enhancement of all of 
our athletics and we certainly appreciate that.”
One stigma about GVSU that Martin dislikes 
is that D-II is somehow less-important than D-l 
and believes this affects the students.
“I tell the students that our football field is the 
same size as any other school, and we are held to 
that same standard,” he said. “We are a Division 
I marching band. You have to constantly con-* 
vince them of that, but it’s important for them to 
understand that and 1 think we’re on the road to 
more appreciation.”
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big influence on their thinking.
“Russell Kirk used to say 
that a good, thoughtful conser­
vative is one who recognizes 
that there is always a need for 
change,” Lockerd said. “And a 
good, thoughtful liberal is one 
who recognizes the need to con­
serve the values of the past.”
The group has started read­
ing Reappraising the Right, a 
book by the conservative histo­
rian George Nash. Lockerd said 
Nash wrote his book in response 
to movement away from conser­
vatism after the 2008 election.
“This book was published 
just last year in the wake of the 
Democratic victories in 2008 
when many people were saying 
the conservative movement is 
dead,” Lockerd said. “Of course 
it’s never quite that simple as 
our recent elections have shown, 
but it still it was a turning point 
in some ways.”
Lockerd said Nash’s book 
addresses the possibilities of 
conservative thought and prin­
ciple today. Spes Bona applies 
these ideas in its discussions, 
which range from pop culture 
to the philosophical. He said 
through their loose affiliation 
with the Intercollegiate Studies 
Institute, an organization that 
fosters discussion of political 
and economic issues on college 
campuses, Spes Bona hopes to 
bring Nash to speak at GVSU.
Lockerd said ISI acts as a 
regulator to balance the field in 
the discussion of issues based 
on the assumption of collegiate 
institutions being dominated by 
liberal ideas.
“Of course we’re in a rela­
tively conservative region of the 
country,” he said. “I would say 
that Grand Valley is a relatively 
conservative school. It’s not as 
totally overrun with liberalism 
as some other schools are.”
Lockerd recalled a faculty 
meeting of the Department of 
English years ago at which a 
colleague said, “Well, I assume 
we’re all liberals here.”
Lockerd said that assump­
tion is found in many depart­
ments on campus.
“It’s a matter of fact that 
our Board (of Trustees) is now 
fairly liberal or leans to the left.” 
he said. "That’s the spoils of 
politics. Under Governor (John) 
Engler, board members were ap­
pointed who leaned to the right. 
So that's the way it goes.”
In her personal experience, 
Society President and recent 
inductee to the English Honors 
Society Maureen Divirgilio said 
she hasn’t encountered many 
places at the university where 
she could engage in elevated 
and mature discussions that 
don’t devolve into heated, emp­
ty ideological clashes.
“When I first joined the 
group, which was as one of its 
inaugural members, I wasn’t
//
These students 
did not just want 
to be part of 
knee-jerk right 
wing reaction, but 
they wanted to 
think more deeply 
about human 
culture and 
economics and 
government.
-Ben Lockerd
GVSU professor
sure how it would go,” she said. 
“I think of myself as being polit­
ically and economically conser­
vative, but not socially so. I was 
definitely eager to have a forum 
for open discussion; I wanted to 
have my beliefs challenged but 
I also wanted an opportunity to 
strengthen them, and contrary to 
popular conception I think the 
two go hand in hand.”
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Conservative literary group studies great minds
LOCKERD
By Elijah Brumback
GVL A&E Editor
The Spes Bona Society meets 
around a small table near the 
Starbucks in the DeVos building 
of the downtown campus every 
Monday at 7:30 p jn. to “discuss 
the big questions.”
“Spes 
Bona” is 
Latin, and 
roughly 
translated it 
means “good 
hope.” The 
organization 
is an aca­
demic group 
of about a 
dozen stu­
dents dedicated to the quest for 
freedom and order in the univer­
sity by reading and discussing 
conservative literature. Notable 
authors include T.S. Eliot, C.S. 
Lewis and Russell Kirk.
Rather than reduce every­
thing to hot-button issues such 
as abortion or stem cell research, 
Spes Bona uses the literature 
from greater minds to take a 
step back from the immediate 
issues of today and look at the 
deeper foundations of things. 
The ideas of how a culture re­
mains healthy, how cultures 
pass values from one generation 
to the next, how a nation gov­
erns its people and how a people 
governs itself are big questions 
that do not have easy answers. 
Spes Bona recognizes the diffi­
culty of the questions and seeks 
the answers through literature.
The society formed after 
the 2008 election in reaction to 
the fanfare and backroom talk 
about the death of modem con­
servatism in the historic event.
“The election of President 
Obama stimulated us to think 
about a serious kind of intel­
lectual conservatism that might 
answer some of the ideas on the 
left,” said faculty advisor and 
English professor Ben Lock­
erd. “These students did not just 
want to be part of knee-jerk right 
wing reaction, but they wanted 
to think more deeply about hu­
man culture and economics and 
government.”
Lockerd said Michigan au­
thor Russell Kirk provided an 
inspirational viewpoint on what 
could be labeled the modem 
intellectual conservative move­
ment. and his 1953 book, “The 
Conservative Mind,” is an im­
portant tome in the history of 
conservative thinkers of the last 
200 years,
“That book had a great influ­
ence because it sought to find a 
thoughtful, principled kind of 
conservatism that wasn't just a 
mouthpiece for big business,” 
I>ockerd said.
He and many members of 
the society consider Kirk to be a
